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Why Beauty Brands 
Need Influencer 
Marketing
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• One of the biggest reasons to deploy 

influencers is that they have an existing 

follower base and when they promote a 

product, it automatically reaches a larger 

market.

• They help brands by creating high-quality, 

valuable, and relevant content.

• Influencer-generated content looks more 

organic and is portrayed as a subtle 

integration.

• Influencers can be leveraged in several ways -

to organize contests and giveaways, share 

testimonials, create a story around the brand, 

and more.

Beauty and Makeup is one of the dominant 

categories leveraging Influencer Marketing 

in the Ecommerce & FMCG World.

Why beauty brands need influencer marketing
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Influencers play a crucial role in discovery and 
strengthen purchase intent
Source: Facebook,2021
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YouTubers, 
Actors and 
influencers 
are the top 
3 
categories 
of 
endorsers 
in the 
beauty 
space in 
India
Source: Statista, 2020
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Consumer buying journey for beauty products

Awareness Engagement Consideration Conversion Retention

Need Recognition

Research and evaluation of 
alternatives

Website Visit
Interaction on Other Mediums
(Paid Channels + Social Media Channels)

Price Comparisons

Shortlisting Options

Add To Cart

Purchase Completed

Recommendation

Repeat Purchase
& Advocacy
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How influencers aid across the consumer journey

Awareness Engagement Consideration Conversion Retention

Brand Buzz and 
Awareness Campaigns

Influencers Display 
Products & Offerings

Swipe Up Stories 
& Bio Links

Instagram Page Content supports
Influencer Generated Content

Brand & Sale
Campaigns

Discount Codes for
Each Influencer

Action Driven
Content

Reviews and Co-
creation
Of Content

Brand Offers

Swipe Up Stories 
& Bio Links
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Influencers help support other campaign 
elements such as performance via generating 
awareness and traffic 

Via usage of coupon codes and generating buzz 
around offers, influencers drive spike in sales, 
directly and indirectly

Successful brands have robust social media presence with a 
human interface endorsing and/or promoting products and 
services as being highly effective

Always on activities and focused activities around sale periods help 
'influence' strongly and lead to sustained commercial triumph.

Influencers help build brands, one post at a time

Enduring icons have a 360-degree presence, across all possible 
channels and break through the noise more effectively
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The need for awareness generation campaigns
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Video based content is extremely popular in the category as an always-on 
activity. Since most of these queries are not usually easily demonstrated using 
blogs, video-based content is a must for every brand in this space.
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What beauty brands are doing
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Nykaa has year-round activations on all major channels such as YouTube, Facebook and Instagram with increased focus around special sales

Nykaa's ongoing Pink Friday Sale

Listicles and articles Content creation on IG
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Micro influencer amplification on IG Static post activations
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YouTube activations
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Year-round activations

Influencer-led challenges New launch announcements Private label promotions
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Makeup tutorials with product links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ETEpclBe_c

Hacks and tips
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBgr3gADgog&t=30s

Haul Videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fDGAiSTb28

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ETEpclBe_c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBgr3gADgog&t=30s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fDGAiSTb28
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Short form video activations
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A bridal make-up series on YouTube to capture the marriage-season sentiments
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Engaging videos to recreate famous looks 
adorned by popular Bollywood actresses

Leveraging micro-influencers to come up 
with innovative, easy-to-do make-up hacks
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Collating 
various 
festive looks 
& product 
ranges 
using the IG 
Guides 
feature on 
Instagram
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Using trending IG video/song trends to 
create awareness about programs & 

offers

Micro-influencer activations for 
skin care based on skin type

Engaging hacks to get fun, quirky 
hairstyles for all ocassions
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New launch alert Gifting campaigns
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Strategic tie-ups Skin Care routines
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Insightful beauty & skin-care 
hacks by leading dermatologists

Easy-to-try & -replicate skin-care 
guides by credible make-up artists
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Involving 
mega-
celebrities to 
create 
awareness & 
chatter about 
contests & 
big sales 
during the 
gifting 
season
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Build your brand 
through Influencer 

Marketing...
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While Influencer Marketing promises a 
favorable ROI through conversions and 

increased website traction,
it works best to accentuate the overall 

credibility of your brand via the integration of 
popular influencer ecosystems.
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These influential entities create 
relevant, compelling content pieces that 
effectively reach out to their large pool 
of highly impressionable audiences and 

support other campaign elements.
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Reach us at

inferno@sokrati.com


